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Background:  The relationship between positron emission tomography (PET) whole-heart stress myocardial blood flow (sMBF) and 
ventricular tachyarrhythmia (VT/VF) is unknown.
methods:  We enrolled patients with an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD). All patients underwent cardiac PET stress imaging. 
Patients were prospectively followed for VT/VF via periodic device interrogation. Freedom from VT/VF was stratified at the median of 
average whole-heart sMBF and was assessed with the log-rank test.
results:  The patient population consisted of 116 patients (66±13 years, 91 [78%] male, EF 31%±15, 88 [76%] ischemic). Over 2 years of 
follow-up, 18 patients had at least one VT/VF event. As seen in the Figure, patients with sMBF above the median (1.58 cc/g/min, IQR 1.25-
2.06) had superior freedom from VT/VF compared to those below the median (p=0.039). 2-year event rates were 9% and 27% for those 
above and below the median sMBF, respectively.
conclusion:  Whole-heart sMBF as assessed by PET stress predicts VT/VF in patients with an ICD. 
